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Chapter 1 : Scott Online Catalogue Bookstore. United States eCatalogue (Vol. 1 listings)
With pages designed to be a convenient inventory checklist, the Scott United States Pocket Stamp Catalogue is a
perfect compact companion at shows, club meetings, and your desk. Full-color stamp illustrations accompany listings
and values for more than 4, U.S. stamps, all identified by Scott catalog numbers.

For basic information about U. It provides basic information and values for U. Fall is a busy month for the
Scott Publishing Co. This month, the edition of the Scott Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps and Covers
hits the streets. Both of these catalogs are geared toward knowledgeable collectors who seek more detailed
information about their stamps than can be found in the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue. If you are a
beginning collector of U. Simplified listings present the basics for a given stamp: Scott number, denomination,
description, design type, color, color of stamp paper if applicable , unused value and used value. This
information is a condensed version of that found in Vol. Also provided are illustrations of most of the stamps
issued since the advent of the first U. All design-different commemorative stamps are pictured in the catalog.
Issues with multiple designs 10 or more, typically are shown as full panes. Pay careful attention to the sections
dealing with listing information, catalog value, grade and condition. Grade refers to the centering of the design
within the margins. For used stamps, grade also considers the cancellation. It is very important to remember
that the values in all Scott catalogs are for stamps in the grade of very fine with no faults. The pages in the
Scott pocket catalog are compact, about 4 inches by 7 inches, and the spiral binding is married to a rigid cover
that allows the catalog to lay flat when open. The edition includes pictures of quite a few stamps that for one
reason or another had not been illustrated previously. Pictures of a number of souvenir sheets were enlarged to
make design details easier to see, and to give a more balanced look to the page layouts. The listings are up to
date as of publication of the U. Now is a good time to consider purchasing a Scott pocket catalog for yourself,
or as a gift for a collector friend.
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Chapter 2 : Amos Advantage - Scott U.S. Stamp Pocket Catalogue
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

After several years of refinements, I believe you have developed a near perfect program. Yours is the best
collection documenting software I have encountered. Modify and create your own reports using our integrated
report designer. How Much is your Collection Worth? A great way to find hidden bargains and recent selling
prices. There, you will always be able to download the purchased version of your program. Automatically
check for and download the latest program updates. Free Updates every few months include additional data,
images, reports and program features. Protect your data with our automatic data backup. Backup your data to
the Internet at no extra charge. You will have a complete record of your collection. Invaluable for insurance in
the case of loss or theft. StampManage lets you work with the Entire , stamp database, compare to other
leading programs which only load 1 country at a time. The advantage to our method is you can see your
inventory for all the countries you have entered.. Run Searches and any reports across your entire world stamp
collection. Search the entire stamp variety database for topical stamps, stamps between a certain range of
years, stamps of a certain denomination. Our reports can be viewed on an iPad, Android Tablet, Macintosh,
virtually any computing device. You can even publish your reports to the Internet. The Deluxe version
includes our entire stamp database. We will not charge you hundreds of dollars more for additional country
CDs unlike other expensive and non refundable stamp software. I would like to say that I really like
StampManage, having looked at other very expensive stamp database programs. I especially like the fact that
all of well, almost all the countries of the world are in a single database allowing me to identify some of the
peculiar stamps that belong to territories of various European countries. These are the identifying numbers
used to identify most stamps by stamp dealers and on-line auction listings. There are numerous database fields
including file and web association to allow detailed documenting of philatelic material. The program could be
used efficiently not only as an inventory program but as a digital catalogue". StampManage Database Report
by Country StampManage stamp collecting software includes other important information for each stamp
variety besides the Scott Number and an identifying image. This additional information includes: ID your
stamps with our Postage Stamp Identifier You can use our Postage Stamp Identifier to find the catalog
number, issue date and other info related to the stamps you own. Simply type in the subject, denomination or
other identifying text found on the stamp. StampManage will return all the relevant stamps. You can then pick
the varieties you own and use the Quick Add button to add them to your collection database. You will be able
to inventory hundreds, even thousands of your stamps in a fraction of the time that would be needed if you had
to look up each stamp in a stamp catalog. Simply choose the stamps you want to find. Great way to research
recent selling prices. Gain the advantage on your bidding competitors. Save hours of time otherwise spent
browsing endless auction listings or manually typing in complicated search requests. A most usefull and stress
saving feature. Have you ever tried to identify Chinese stamps? Unlike similar software, you do NOT need to
know which country the stamp is from. LignUp searches the entire internet, not just images on your hard
drive. Simply paste, scan or load the image file for the stamp. The search results will show stamps of this
variety for sale all over the internet. Results will also contain non-commercial philatelic sites with information
about this stamp. Many of the more valuable stamps have a NH Never Hinged percent which will calculated
and automatically added to the base value of mint stamps. You can browse the values database and
StampManage will even show how many of each stamp you own! Print it out and take it to a stamp show or
when visiting your local dealer. StampManage includes reports that let you create your own professional
looking album pages directly from StampManage. The screenshot below shows U. You can easily change the
layout using our integrated Report Designer. Create and store as many different Album Page layouts as you
wish. Easily print the pages on your printer, email the PDF to someone, export it to another format. Create
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your own reports Use our new, integrated report designer to create and edit your own reports. Live Preview
shows you what your output will look like using real data from StampManage. This makes it much easier to
judge column widths and save time designing the look of your reports. Easily create reports with graphs,
stamp images, totals and more. View your collection in many different ways Our Stamp Collecting software
makes it easy to view and analyze your collection in many different ways. View all the stamps on your Sell
list. View all of your stamps grouped by Year of Issue, color, grade and more. Keep track of Purchase details,
Postmark Information, etc. Who you bought the item from along with purchase price, Plate Number, Grading
information and much more. No other program lets you store this amount of detailed information for each
stamp. Use the Stamp Data Manager to add new stamps to the program database. We use it when making
additions to the StampManage database What a great product! The demo software convinced me. I love the
ease of use. Ability to create my own collection
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Chapter 3 : Scott Online Catalogue Bookstore
Scott U.S. Stamp Pocket Catalog Compact Size, the Scott Pocket Stamp Catalogue is the perfect catalogue to take
along to shows, etc. Released late December , this pocket catalogue/check list is the perfect mini-catalogue with lots of
info.

Stamp collectors use Scott numbers to identify specific stamps when buying, selling or trading stamps, and for
easy organizing their collections. Each stamp issued by a country has a unique number. What is the idea
behind this unique Scott numbering system? It is very simple. First of all, each stamp is assigned with a
special number. Secondly, special-purpose items are marked with the corresponding capital letter such as B for
semi-postal stamps or C for airmail. Of course, this traditional system can be changed if more stamps than
expected appear or because of some minor variations. In this case Scott will add a capital letter as suffix or use
the strategy of stamps renumbering. Minor variations, such as shades or errors, get a lowercase letter. The
additional descriptors include date of issue, illustration number, denomination and color. The illustration
number correlates to the actual design of the stamp, minus the denomination and color, and a photographic
example of each design can be found on the page of each Scott Catalogue. It should be noticed that Scott
numbering system is unique that is why the company claimed copyright on it. Moreover, the system has a high
commercial value. Editors of Scott catalogues are very powerful figures in the world of philately. It is
explained by the fact that they have the right and a great influence on what should be considered a valid
postage stamp. Some years lately such stamps can appear in the catalog provided their copies appeared on the
market. Stamp that is not in a Scott catalog is deprived of its value and philatelic interest. In case the editors
cannot get the copy of some interesting stamp it is published in the catalogue without its value. It happened,
for example, with stamps from countries embargoed by the US government. The popularity and usefulness of
a Scott Catalogue is proved by the fact that many stamp collectors know some of its numbers by heart and
dealers need only mention the number in their price lists. For example, Inverted Jenny is widely known in the
philately field under the Scott number "C3a". The Scotts are issued separated for each country and the stamps
in them are listed alphabetically. It provides collectors only with helpful information that can be used by
collectors for their own aims. The Scott Catalogue is highly respected authority and it was the first who
offered philatelists a comprehensive and detailed identification system for philatelic items from around the
world. A stamp should answer a long list of criteria to be approved to be listed in Scott Catalogue. A recent
example is the imperforate press sheets released by the U. Each Scott Catalogue is edited and produced every
year so the information there is renewed regularly. If you are devoted professional stamp collector you cannot
do without this special philatelic literature. So, browse in the web and check each edition of annual Scott
Catalogues. Just so you know, you can search for stamps with the help of these unique numbers on our
website. If you are experienced stamp collector, orient yourself in the system of Scott Numbers, visit this link
that will be extremely helpful for organizing your collection:
Chapter 4 : Richard L. Sine (Author of Stamp Collecting for Dummies)
The Scott United States Pocket Stamp Catalogue is smaller both in size and number of pages, but it is a handy guide for
the collector who wants basic U.S. stamp information in a portable format. The catalog contains a simplified version of
the listings for U.S. stamps found in Vol. 1A of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue.

Chapter 5 : "Scott" Numbers
After finding a stamp collection on the attic, and not knowing where to start, the Scott U S Pocket Stamp Catalogue has
been very helpful. It has full color stamp illustrations, and Scott Catalogue numbers for thousands of U.S. Stamps.
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Chapter 6 : Books by Richard L. Sine (Author of Stamp Collecting for Dummies)
Book Summary: The title of this book is Scott United States Pocket Catalogue (Scott U S Pocket Stamp Catalogue) and
it was written by Donna Houseman (Editor), James E. Kloetzel (Editor), Chad Snee (Editor). This particular edition is in a
Hardcover format.

Chapter 7 : Scott U.S. Postage Stamp Catalogue And Inventory Checklist ebook
Scott U.S. Stamp Pocket Catalogue (Scott U.S. Pocket Catalogue) Nov 20, by Donna Houseman and Charles Snee.
Hardcover. $ (14 used & new offers).

Chapter 8 : Scott U.S. Pocket catalog | calendrierdelascience.com
The edition of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue celebrates the th anniversary of the Scott catalogs. The title
pages of this volume and other volumes in the Scott Standard catalog state that this is the th edition of the catalogs (and
it is).

Chapter 9 : Scott Publishing Company | Open Library
The most convenient pocket size U.S. catalogue that features listings and values for more than 4, stamps, plus full color
stamp illustrations all identified by Scott Catalogue numbers. Pages designed to be convenient inventory checklist.
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